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Highlights
1.454

24.900

Quit

stores
(1.443 in 2018)

employees (compared to
23.700 in 2018)

private label products
packaging with recycled plastics

since late 2019, we have
quit selling tobacco

100%

8%

592

279

of products are free
from microbeads

increase of CO2 emissions
(compared to 12% reduction in 2018)

stores are equipped
with LED lighting
(504 in 2018)

people with distance to
labour market employed

4 times

100%

1.963

Launch

ranked as Top Employer
renewable electricity sourced
in the Netherlands and Belgium
for stores in Belgium
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60

employees with a
drugstore certificate

late 2019 we launched Kruidvat
‘Natuurlijk & Voordelig’
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Foreword
This is our fourth CSR report. We are sharing the steps that we have continued to take

We are also conscious of our influence on the plastic problem. Every year tonnes of

in 2019 in the area of corporate social responsibility. You can also read more about

plastic end up in the oceans. ‘Less plastic’ is therefore high on the A.S. Watson agenda.

A.S. Watson’s vision, plans and aspirations. Because even though we are proud of

We have set ourselves specific objectives to use less plastic and to make packaging

what we do, we realise that we can always do better.

recyclable, and we want to prompt suppliers and consumers to deal with plastic
differently. Read more about our objectives on p. 24.

In July 2019 I took over the baton from Gerard van Breen who, in the twelve years that
he was CEO of A.S. Watson Health & Beauty Benelux, turned Kruidvat and Trekpleister

The power of A.S. Watson lies in our size. With our scale, we can encourage the public to

into two fine, strong retail companies: retailers that are interwoven with the lives of

make sustainable choices. That was the thinking behind the launch of Kruidvat Natuurlijk

Dutch families, and are at the heart of the community.

& Voordelig. It’s a concept that chimes with the increasingly conscious consumer.
Today’s consumers want to know what they’re buying, they need clarification and

With that position comes great social responsibility. Kruidvat and Trekpleister are more

transparency, and preferably for a low price, too. Read more about this on p. 16.

than a value chemist. More and more medicines are available without prescription and
are stocked on our shelves. We see responsible use of those medicines as one of our

At the end of 2019, we completed the phasing out of tobacco. Tobacco products are

most important social tasks.

no longer available in any of our stores. Even though this has consequences for our
turnover, we see this as a logical step, which we are fully behind.

The recognition of chemists by the Dutch government as a crucial professional group
during COVID-19 has supported us so that we can maintain our commitment to

Big steps like this are essential for progress. Ultimately, however, it turns on the

consumers’ health, even in these difficult times. Especially now.

countless decisions that we make every day. By being aware – when making all
these choices – of the consequences for our people, society and the environment,

As a major retailer it’s important to us to know what is in our products and how they are

that is the only way can we make the difference. I am proud of our team,

produced. In 2019, we took steps to map this. Many skincare products contain palm oil,

who successfully achieve this every day.

for example, The production of which may involve illegal deforestation. We see this as
an urgent and underestimated theme, one where – in collaboration with NGOs – we

I hope you enjoy reading the report.

want to take steps and make a more positive impact on making the chain sustainable.

Ed van de Weerd, CEO A.S. Waton Health & Beauty Benelux
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we do,
“We are proud of what
but we realise that we can
always do better.”
Ed van de Weerd, CEO A.S. Waton Health & Beauty Benelux.
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1 Who we are
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Who we are
In brief
We are A.S. Watson Health & Beauty Benelux. We are the parent company of Kruidvat,
Trekpleister and Prijsmepper, among others. We are market leader in health & beauty
in the Netherlands and part of A.S. Watson Group.
Our organisation is growing. In 2019, around 24,900 enthusiastic employees worked
for us (2018: 23,700) in one of our 1,454 stores (Kruidvat [the Netherlands, Belgium and
France], Trekpleister and Prijsmepper), distribution and e-fulfilment centres and in our
offices, in the Netherlands and Belgium.
Broadly speaking, we focus on four product categories: health, baby, beauty and body.
We supplement this with an alternating number of variable products, with which we
hope to surprise our customers. With our broad product range, we are, in principle,
targeting everyone in the Benelux: men, women and children in every age category.
Making health accessible for everyone is our goal.

7
Our formulas
Kruidvat
Kruidvat is a self-service value chemist. At Kruidvat we offer an
extensive, affordable and varied range of health & beauty products
and a surprising supplementary product range, including toys,
decoration and household items. We welcome more than 5 million
customers to Kruidvat every week. We are always close, with a store
nearby in the Netherlands and Belgium. A large number of items
are offered under our own brand. These are good quality products
at an attractive price. This makes Kruidvat a market leader in the
health & beauty sector.
Trekpleister
Trekpleister is a real neighbourhood chemist: an affordable
neighbourhood chemist with focus on the customer. With nearly half
a million customers a week, Trekpleister offers an extensive range of
both health & beauty and non-health & beauty products at a low
fixed price. At Trekpleister customers are given advice about beauty
and skincare products, self-care medicines, vitamins and nutritional
supplements. Trekpleister also offers services like a dry cleaner’s,
packing service and a no-quibble money-back guarantee.
Prijsmepper
Prijsmepper offers residual stock at a very low price. By selling
only residual stock from the other two formulas, we avoid ending
up sitting on large consignments of unsold items. Prijsmepper stores
are always located in temporary pop-up shops. That way, we reduce
waste flows and avoid vacancy.

A.S. Watson - Annual CSR Report 2019
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85%

Health and Beauty

15%

Non-Health and Beauty related

Total product range

58%

42%

30%

70%

Private Label

Other labels

34%

66%

Product range
Cumulatively, we had no fewer than 139,000 different items in our
product range throughout 2019. On a daily basis there are, on average,
14,000 different items in our stores. Based on turnover, we have divided
the product range – in the image above – into the categories of
Health & Beauty and non-Health & Beauty related products, and into
own-brand products versus other brands (A or B brands or exclusive labels).
Of all the own-brand products 20% was part of an alternating range
and 80% was permanent product range.
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1.1 Our values
The retail market is in a constant state of flux. Our customers’ wishes change, and it is
up to us to move with them and stay relevant. As an organisation we want to be able to
respond to developments in a successful and flexible way. That demands passion for
the job, involvement in our organisation, teamwork with respect for and trust in each
other, professionalism in our work and enthusiasm for innovation.
Passion
As an employer it is important to us to bring positive energy to everything we do.
We do this by encouraging our people to keep learning and developing continuously
and by getting pleasure from exceeding customers’ expectations.

Passion

Teamwork
With respect, trust and openness, we are working together towards the same goal:

Teamwork

satisfied customers and successful stores. We see a lot of value in the insights that
we get from different perspectives. By working together and helping each other,
we achieve synergy and solidarity.
Involvement
For A.S. Watson, involvement is essential in everything we do. Involvement with
customers, with each other, with the environment and with the society in which we live.

Involvement

By putting our customers at the heart of everything we do, through willingness to
always go the extra step if necessary and through our efforts to generate results,
where we strive for a positive impact for all stakeholders.
Skill
Based on proven facts, we create simple, smart and pragmatic solutions with which

Skill

we can quickly convert strategies into concrete actions.
Innovation
Here at A.S. Watson we are constantly striving towards smarter working, to become
better at what we do, every day. With new ideas, new technologies and new ways
of working, we are creating more value and generating better results.

A.S. Watson - Annual CSR Report 2019
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1.2 Trends and developments
The health and beauty retail sector is in a period of change. Consumers are becoming
more aware. They are more aware of climate change, environmental pressure or
personal health. Consumers are increasingly on the lookout for information and
products that align with this awareness. They are becoming increasingly critical and
have expectations about sustainability, for example, or the origin and health of

Greater awareness of the environmental impact of raw materials
The consumption pattern in the Benelux is relatively high. If the entire world
population were to consume the same amount, natural resources would soon dry up.
The realisation of this is growing, among consumers, governments and in the retail
sector itself. Disposable plastic – plastic designed for single use – is being banned in

products and packaging and production conditions.

more and more regions. In the Netherlands, this ban will come into effect in 2021.

Climate change is here and now

growing. To reduce environmental pressure, greater commitment to the circular

In 2019, the consequences of climate change were evident once again. You only have to
think of bush fires, floods or – closer to home – heat, drought and heavy rainfall.
By consuming more efficiently and more cleanly and emitting fewer greenhouse gases,
we can stem climate change. In the Paris Agreement (2015) and the anticipated Dutch
Climate Agreement (2020) targets were formulated to keep global warming to an
increase of no more than 1.5 degrees. As a major retailer, we acknowledge this and
we are working hard to reduce our emissions. Read more about our CO2 emissions
and how we are lowering them, here.

Awareness surrounding sustainable and responsibly sourced raw materials is also
economy is needed. This means no more waste, but reuse and recycling.
Read more about how we are committed to recycling, and using our raw materials
and packaging in a more sustainable and conscious way.
Greater focus on healthy and sustainable lifestyle
People are increasingly focused on their health and sustainability. The consumer is
being confronted more and more frequently by discussions about what is and isn’t
‘healthy’ or sustainable, and is looking for targeted information. Healthier and more
sustainable lifestyles are becoming the new ‘normal’. Consumers are increasingly
opting for vegetarian or vegan, both food and healthcare products. Supply is
responding to demand. Read about how we are helping our customers to make
more conscious choices, here.
Digitalisation
The 2010s can be typified as the decade of the smartphone. The ’20s are expected to
be characterised by further digitalisation and smart technology. This will make data
about consumption patterns, for example, available more widely and in real time.
Managing this data securely and effectively allows for more efficient working, and
consumers can be better served. Consumers will also come to have even higher
expectations of e-commerce, for example in the field of accessibility, user-friendliness
and delivery speed. Read more about how we are committing to the more efficient
setup of our processes through automation, customer retention via our app and the
further development of our online shop, here.

A.S. Watson - Annual CSR Report 2019
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1.3 Our vision on CSR
Being able to feel healthy, attractive and good about yourself, every day: here at A.S.
Watson, this is our daily commitment. We do this by making our surprising and broad
range of health & beauty products affordable and accessible for everyone, through our
stores and online. In addition, with almost 2,000 certified chemists in store, we are there
for our customers, for all their health & beauty related products.

Sustainable range
Natural resources and
packaging

We stand for sustainable growth and long-term value creation, and conduct our

Good employership
Vitality and
development

business with respect for man, animals and the environment. Because we don’t
want our economic activities to affect the level of prosperity of future generations.
With our omnichannel reach we are seeking to make more conscious and more
sustainable choices accessible and affordable for the public.
Our CSR policy, which enables us to actively focus on the four pillars of more sustainable
product range, being a good employer, environment and social involvement, helps us
with this. By means of a materiality analysis we have determined which themes and
topics are the most relevant for us and our stakeholders. You can read about what we

Socially concerned
Customer activation
and charities

are doing to increase our positive impact and reduce our negative impact in Chapter 2.

Environmentally efficient
Energy and
recycling

Our vision for CSR aligns with our corporate strategy and is based on four principles.

1

We are a value chemist in a self-service formula

By providing an optimum mix of availability and visibility at the right time, we make it as easy as possible for
our customers to find and use products themselves.

2

We always surprise for the best price

We know the market we operate in and we listen carefully to what the customer thinks. We respond to this with
the right product range for the right purchase and sale price.

A.S. Watson - Annual CSR Report 2019
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We are there for the public

4

We keep innovating

Our product range is affordable and accessible for everyone, both on the high street and online,
and we reinforce this with the right message via the right channel at the right time.
We make conscious and more sustainable choices accessible to the public.

We stay abreast of technological developments and invest in innovation.
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1.4 How we create value
Every day, hundreds of thousands of customers rely on our wide range of products,
brought near to them through our extensive retail network of no fewer than 1,450
stores and online. As the leading health and beauty retailer in the Benelux not only
do we make a contribution to more conscious choices for our customers as a result,
but our stores also provide local economic growth and employment opportunities.
We are the direct employer of almost 25,000 employees. Naturally it doesn’t stop there.
The products we sell have to be produced and transported, in a fair, safe and

with NGOs like KWF and the Stichting tegen Kanker, we are helping the fight against
skin cancer. By working closely with partners and suppliers, by influencing the chain
and by regularly carrying out social compliance audits, we are working towards fair
and responsible working conditions. At the same time, we are aware that as a growing
company we are also increasing our environmental impact. That is why we are
continuing our efforts to reduce this negative impact on the environment. We are
further reducing our carbon emissions by implementing energy-saving measures,

environmentally friendly manner. We can add value here, too.

such as installing LED lighting in our stores, or making our vehicle fleet sustainable.

In the value creation model on the next page we make it clear what capital we use,

to encourage the consumer to make more conscious and more sustainable choices.

how we create value with it for our stakeholders and the long-term results this will
have for society.
As a health & beauty retailer we are nowhere without our hard-working employees.
Another capital that we deploy to create our long-term value is financial resources,
our stores, customer reputation and relationships with suppliers and partners, and
natural certified raw materials, such as cocoa, coffee, paper, palm oil and plastic.
When deploying resources, we take into account the changing environment.
By adhering to our strategic principles at the same time, we can make our products
accessible to everyone. We do this with respect for man, animals and the environment,
and with a view to sustainable growth.
Our activities have a number of direct outcomes. For example, we focus on loyal
customers, vital and satisfied employees, a more sustainable own-brand product
range, recycled packaging and less use of plastic and energy.
A number of results are shown in the value creation model for 2019. Those results
contribute to social impact in the long term. For example, every day we supply
hundreds of thousands of families with products they need in order to keep feeling
healthy and good about themselves. By giving people the right information, we help
them to use our products in a responsible way. Through our longstanding partnerships

A.S. Watson - Annual CSR Report 2019
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Our mission Feel good, healthy and beautiful every day.
We are committed to this every day.
Our resources:

What we do:

Our results:

Our impact on society:

(Short term)

(Long term)

Financial

Trends

Financial

Equity

Climate change, resource scarcity, sustainable and healthy lifestyles,
digitalization and smart technology

•
•
•

Intellectual
•
•

24.961 employees
Excellent knowledge of products
and consumers through trainings
and advanced data.

Employees
•
•

Facilities
•
•
•
•

•

1454 stores in 3 countries
1 distribution centre
1 e-fulfillment centre
Webshops of 2 retail banners.

•
•
•

•

Long term partnerships with NGOs
and other partners
Stakeholder dialogues
Exposure to 5 million customers
per week
Strong reputation.

•
•
•

Natural resources
•

•
•

-4% accidents in DC
97% obtained vocational drugstore
certificate
279 people with distance to
labour market employed.

Product range

Network
•

Stable growth in revenues and profitability
1454 stores (+1%)
24.641 employees (+6%).

Certified (natural) resources, such
as paper, coffee, cocoa, palm oil
and plastics
77 GWh electricity sourced
4.5 mln. m³ gas sourced.

More sustainable product offering
by purchasing certified commodities:
- 95% FSC/PEFC paper
- 96% RSPO-palm oil
- 100% UTZ/Rainforest Alliance coffee
and cocoa
60 private label products packaging
with recycled plastics
Launched ‘Natuurlijk & Voordelig’ with
134 sustainable products
72% of products from high risk
countries are subjected to social
compliance audits.

Environment
•

Self-service
formula

•
•

Up to date

Discounter
drugstore
For the masses

Always
surprising
For the best price

29.821 ton CO2 emission (+8%)
592 stores equipped with LED lighting
(+15%)
90% of waste is recycled (+1%)

Economic growth and
employment
Our stores in the Benelux region
have a positive impact on local
economies. Directly, we create
jobs and less directly, we generate
additional economic traffic in
shopping areas. Our Prijsmepper
formula is designed to prevent
unoccupied shopping area.

Health and wellbeing
Our affordable and wide range of
healthy products and drugs, as
well as prescriptions for
responsible use, enable a healthy
lifestyle for all.

Equitable and safe
working conditions
Our network of partners and
suppliers are working constantly to
improve and maintain high levels
of fair and safe conditions in our
value chain.

Combatting
climate change
By saving energy and purchasing
certified commodities we try to
subvert climate change. With
‘Natuurlijk & Voordelig’ we
encourage consumers to choose
for more sustainable products.

Our vision We ensure sustainable growth with respect
for people, animals and the environment.
A.S. Watson - Annual CSR Report 2019

SDG’s
We have linked the long-term impact to the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs):
17 sustainable development goals of the United Nations. These were developed in
2015 for a just, fair and sustainable world by 2030. With our core activities we are
contributing to the following SDGs:

Who are our major stakeholders?
We work with various stakeholders, so that we are able to honour our promise to
the customer on a daily basis. Ultimately, the customer is our principal stakeholder.
We have also identified stakeholders who are not involved in our core processes on
a daily basis, but who do play a role in or are influenced by our daily activities.
It is important to us to have regular dialogue with our stakeholders and to discuss the
different interests that are significant for the course we are charting. You can find our
complete stakeholder summary, what they expect of us and how we are responding
to those expectations, in the appendix.
In the dialogue we have with our major stakeholders, our material sustainability
themes are covered structurally (more information on this can be found in the
appendix on ‘Materiality’). In that context, direct reference is also increasingly made
to the Sustainable Development Goals of the United Nations and our organisations’
contribution to these goals. These discussions with employees, suppliers, industry
organisations and NGOs, among others, are held up to board level. This enables us
to prioritise the sustainability themes that are important to the internal and external
stakeholders, and keep them current.

A.S. Watson - Annual CSR Report 2019
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1.5 Our chain
Our value chain starts with the purchasing of raw materials from suppliers.
Our suppliers then process the raw materials into high-quality products.
The products end up in our stores via logistics partners and our own distribution
centre (DC). Our customers buy the products in one of the stores or through the
online channels. At each step along the ‘value chain’ we, as a major player in the
retail market, have both direct and indirect influence on man and the environment.
For example, in our DC, e-fulfilment centre and the stores, we have influence on the
health, safety and vitality of our employees. In section 2.2 we go into more detail about
what we do to make a positive impact here. Thanks to our size we also have influence
on our own-brand suppliers. Because we feel responsible for fair and safe employment
conditions in our chain, and the provision of high-quality, healthy and sustainably
produced own-brand products, we urge our suppliers to take steps towards this.
In addition to social impacts, our activities also have a relevant impact on the
environment. We are conscious of this and ensure that suppliers use sustainable
raw materials in our own-brand products.

A.S. Watson - Annual CSR Report 2019
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17

Our value chain and impact on man and the environment

Resources

Production

Logistics

Store

Consumer

Environmental impact

Equitable and safe

Deforestation and biodiversity

Societal engagement

Learning and development

Product quality
Health and wellbeing

working conditions

Waste and circularity
Energy consumption and climate change

A.S. Watson - Annual CSR Report 2019

Social impact

Product quality

Diversity and equal opportunity

Environmental impact

Social impact

Employee health and wellbeing
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Employment conditions in the chain
Our policy for responsible employment conditions is based on international treaties,

Among the suppliers of our health & beauty products there are relatively few with facto-

including the ILO conventions, the United Nations directives on companies and human

ries in high-risk countries (442 products). For 97% of these products, the social audits we

rights and the OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises. Since 2008, A.S. Watson

require are available. Unfortunately, we have established that for 3% of the own-brand

has been an active worldwide member of the Business Social Compliance Initiative (BSCI).

products the required social audits are unavailable. If there is no improvement in these

The BSCI is an international organisation that focuses on improving employment

factories, we will be asking our supplier to transfer production to a different factory.

conditions and arranges for audits to be carried out. We have signed the BSCI terms

For 2025, we have made a commitment that all our suppliers will have our own-brand

and conditions and expect our own-brand suppliers to do the same. We expect them,

products made in factories that achieve at least a BSCI C score or equivalent. In 2019,

like us, to make efforts where necessary to improve employment terms.

approximately 12% of the own-brand products for which a social audit is available failed
to meet this criterion. The suppliers of these products are drafting an improvement plan

Our product range consists of own-brand products and A brands. For the A brands we

to get the factories up to at least C standard.

are the retailer, buying and selling, while with the own-brand products we can exercise
more direct influence on the chain. Our range of own-brand products consists of health

Environmental policy in the chain

& beauty products and other products (non-health & beauty related products). The latter

We expect all our suppliers of health & beauty own-brand products to have an

category is produced in places including China, Cambodia, India, Pakistan, Vietnam,

environmental policy, which must be compliant with ISO14001, for example. In the policy,

Turkey, Egypt and Bangladesh. Relatively speaking, the risk of irresponsible working

they must set active goals to reduce the use of energy, water and raw materials.

conditions is higher in those places. To lower the risk of breaches, we oblige our suppliers

(West) European suppliers are not surprised by obligations of this nature, but for

in those countries to submit inspection reports. These inspections are conducted by

suppliers in Asian countries this can still prove something of a challenge. We are in

independent auditors in accordance with BSCI or equivalent standards (such as SEDEX,

dialogue with them to improve their environmental policy and performance via practical

ICTI, SA8000, STEP or WCA). If the audit score is low to average, we ask the supplier to

tools such as the Business Environmental Performance Initiative.

launch an improvement process together with the factory. They must then achieve a
good score at a subsequent audit within a year.

We pay extra attention to the raw materials that carry social and environmental risks
in the chain named in the ‘more sustainable product range’ pillar. Factories that make

In 2019, 7,386 of our non-health & beauty related products came from high-risk countries.

our non-health & beauty own-brand products in high-risk countries get these raw

For 70% of the products, a social compliance audit was carried out at the factory in ques-

materials, and products with raw materials, from suppliers. In 2019, in collaboration

tion. For 30% of the products, it has been established that the required social audits are

with BSCI, we concluded that we can work more actively and also work with second-tier

unavailable. If there is no improvement in these factories, we will be asking our supplier

suppliers. At the moment this step is of lower priority than getting the other aspects of

to transfer production to a different factory. For 2025, we have made a commitment that

the CSR policy in order.

all our suppliers will have our own-brand products made in factories that achieve at least
a BSCI C score or equivalent. In 2019, approximately 44% of the products for which a social
audit is available failed to meet this criterion. The suppliers of these products are drafting
an improvement plan to get the factories up to at least C standard.

A.S. Watson - Annual CSR Report 2019
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2 Results
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Results
In this chapter we present the results of our work in relation to our strategic ambitions
and objectives. We do this using the four CSR pillars of product range, being a good
employer, environment and social involvement.

2.1 Product range
Our customers are becoming more critical. They want to understand what a product
contains and how it is produced. As a major retailer with a wide range of own-brand
products we are able to influence the sustainability of both the production process and
the packaging process. We impose requirements on not only the raw materials for our
products, but also on safety and animal welfare, for example. Our quality department
keeps records, based on product score cards, on the extent to which our products meet
both statutory requirements and our own. The product score cards also form the basis
for targeted dialogue with our own-brand suppliers, for them to become even more
sustainable where necessary.

2.1.1 Raw materials
How sustainable a product is depends on the raw materials used and how these
are produced. In 2019, we made great strides with our own-brand products by laying
down specific objectives for frequently used raw materials and by gaining insight into
where the sustainability risks are in the production chain. Every raw material must meet
specific requirements and, for this, we take renowned sustainability labels as our basis.
These requirements are a criterion when selecting our suppliers.
They must demonstrate, by means of certifications, that the raw materials meet
the requirements we have set. The raw materials that we use a lot in our products –
and where we see the most sustainability risks at the moment – are palm oil, paper,
coffee and cocoa, and plastic packaging.

A.S. Watson - Annual CSR Report 2019
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Palm oil

Wood and paper

Palm oil is an important natural raw material for derivatives in our cleaning products

The majority of the wood pulp that we use for own-brand products in the permanent

and cosmetics, among other things. They make shampoo foam or skincare feel extra soft,

product range is PEFC or FSC certified, or made from recycled material. Wood pulp is

for example. Most palm oil is grown in tropical countries like Malaysia and Indonesia.

processed into various products, such as lotion wipes, cleaning cloths and nappies.

The palm oil sector is under fire because of the risk of illegal logging of rainforest and

In 2019, 95% of the paper and wood (pulp) that we used as an ingredient for our

because of workers’ rights infringements. As a major retailer of health & beauty products

own-brand health & beauty products was certified with the FSC or PEFC label (2018:

it is therefore important to us that our products contain responsibly produced palm oil.

94%). We haven’t quite achieved the goal of 100%, which can be partly explained by

We do that by procuring RSPO certified palm oil wherever possible.

the fact that there was still stock of products in the range, which are being phased out.
On the other hand, we can further improve the engagement of our suppliers towards

The Roundtable on Sustainable Palm Oil (RSPO) is an initiative geared towards

making the transition to more sustainable paper and wood (pulp). Also, in 2019, all our

promoting the use of sustainable palm oil. In addition, the RSPO focuses on respecting

pamphlets were made from 100% sustainable PEFC paper. We also mention this on the

the fundamental rights and living conditions of employees and farmers. By the end

back of our pamphlet, together with a reminder to throw it away with your old paper

of 2019, 96% of all our own-brand products using palm oil were certified with the RSPO

once it’s no longer being used.

label. Even once 100% of our own-brand products are RSPO certified, this doesn’t mean
the end is in sight. In our new CSR policy we want more insight into and influence over

Our ambition for 2025 is to expand the objective to the non-health & beauty own-brand

the links in the palm oil chain, from palm farmer to store. In the process, we will be

product range, thereby adding items such as cards, diaries, wrapping paper, toys and

using the Mass Balance certification system with a check on every link in the chain.

photo paper to this objective. The last two are already fully FSC, and we have made

This does not mean that we can trace the palm oil at individual link level, but that we

plans for other products to be fully FSC or PEFC certified by 2025.

know the exact weight of the proportion of certified palm oil. It is our goal, for 2025,
to only offer own-brand products with 100% mass balanced RSPO certified palm oil.

Palmoil

Paper and wood

% of palm oil containing products that are RSPO-certified

% of paper- and wood(pulp) products certified with FSC or PEFC label

2016

22%

2016

52%

2017

80%

2017

86%

2018

95%

2018

94%

2019

96%

2019

95%

Goal 2019: 100%
Goal 2025: 100% mass balanced RSPO
A.S. Watson - Annual CSR Report 2019

*Goal 2019: 100% (scope: Health and Beauty products)
Goal 2025: 100% (scope: Health and Beauty products, non-Health and Beauty
related products)
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Coffee and cocoa
Virtually all coffee and cocoa products are imported from outside the EU. To ensure
that all our coffee and cocoa are produced responsibly there, we align ourselves with
renowned labels UTZ and Rainforest Alliance. For us, these labels are a sufficient
guarantee of quality. In 2019, we achieved our goal: all own-brand products containing
coffee or cocoa are UTZ or Rainforest Alliance certified. We want to keep it that way in
the long term, too, and that is why we have again set this as a goal for 2025. In doing
so, we are following developments closely, so that a sustainability level for coffee and
cocoa can be maintained in line with market practice.
Microbeads
Microbeads are plastic beads of less than 5 mm, mainly used as ‘scrub’ in cosmetic
products. Ultimately, microbeads end up polluting the seas through wastewater.
For that reason, all our own-brand products have been free from microbeads since
2014. Since 2019, the same applies to all other brands that we sell in our stores.

Coffee and cocoa
2016

97% / 97%

2017

100% / 98%

2018

100% / 98%

2019

100% / 100%
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Goal 2019 & 2025: 100%

% of coffee products / % of cocoa products certified by UTZ and/or
Rainforest Alliance
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Packaging
The less packaging material we use, the lower our impact on the environment
becomes. In terms of packaging we make a distinction between (primary) consumer
packaging and (secondary) transport packaging. The latter is necessary to get
products from the supplier to the stores, via our DC.
Recycling packaging
When it comes to recycling, we therefore have influence over the secondary packaging
of our own-brand products as well as the transport packaging that we ourselves add to
all transport at the DC. Part of the transport packaging from our supplier is left behind
at the DC and is immediately collected and recycled. Another piece – film, bags or
boxes – is added to the products at the DC and ends up in store. There, the waste is
collected separately (paper and plastic) and taken back to the recycling centre at the
DC. Boxes are reused.
Packaging of own-brand products
We are trying to reduce the amount of packaging material, avoid hazardous
substances and use renewable and responsibly sourced raw materials. We have
made a commitment to 100% recyclable packaging by 2025, with the exception of
several strictly regulated packaging items such as for medicines. Paper and cardboard
is FSC or PEFC certified, and the plastic used is recycled plastic where possible. In 2019,

Primary or consumer packaging is the material that ends up with

we conducted research into the recyclability of our packaging, in partnership with the

the consumer, such as a shampoo bottle or toothpaste tube.

sustainable packaging research institute Kennisinstituut Duurzaam Verpakken (KIDV).

Secondary packaging is understood to be cardboard boxes and plastic

We actively use the KIDV ‘recyclecheck’ for product launches. Our 500ml shampoo

film that protects the products during transport from the supplier to our

bottles, for example, are now made from recyclable material and are easy to recycle.

stores, via our DC. Our aim is to use as little single-use packaging plastic

Also in 2019, we drew up a plan of approach, in consultation with suppliers, on how we

as possible, to recycle what we do use via the stores, and for the outer

can use more recycled materials in the plastic packaging for our non-Health & Beauty

boxes that we use in our DC to be 100% FSC certified. Lastly, there is

related product range. We have been doing this for a long time with our own-brand

the stream that we ourselves add for safe transport from our DC to the

Health & Beauty products. Last year a number of products were packaged more

stores. We try to use this as efficiently as possible, so that we need to

sustainably, including Kruidvat mouthwash. Preparations have also been made for

add as little packaging material as possible. For example, in 2019 we

the products that will be joining our product range in 2020, such as several extensions

started using new wrapping machines that use more than 40% less

to the Kruidvat Natures line.

plastic per pallet. This means we save more than 35,000 kilos of
plastic a year.

A.S. Watson - Annual CSR Report 2019
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2.2 Being a good employer

Training & development

Here at A.S. Watson Health & Beauty Benelux we have more than 24,900 employees,

That’s why here at A.S. Watson, we are always looking at opportunities for career

spread across stores, offices and distribution centres. We realise that healthy, happy
and satisfied employees are the basis of one’s organisation. That is why we invest a
great deal in personal development opportunities, sustainable employability, safety
and vitality. The fact that in 2019 we were voted Top Employer in the Netherlands and
Belgium for the fourth year running is wonderful confirmation for us that we are on
the right track. Nearly all our employees (>99%) are covered by a collective bargaining
agreement (cao).

Happiness at work depends largely on the opportunity for further development.
progression, both in and outside the organisation. We don’t want to offer employees
a job, we want to offer them a career. With the A.S. Watson Academy we have a
comprehensive training package available with various training courses covering
both subject-related knowledge and personal competencies.
Diversity & equality
Here at A.S. Watson, we strive for a balanced and diverse employee base, with
sufficient and equal opportunities for everyone, regardless of age, background or
educational level. We offer training, development and opportunities to people who are

Top Employer 2019
Every year, the Top Employers Instituut confers exclusive status on employers
with an above-average HR policy. With a total score of 95 percent in the
Netherlands (2018: 92 percent) and 93 percent in Belgium (2018: 91 percent)
we were again voted Top Employer in the Netherlands and Belgium in 2019.
It’s a result we are proud of.
The assessment looked at ten aspects, including talent development, training
opportunities and employment terms. Partly based on the insights that
emerged from the assessment, we are continuing to further develop and
improve our HR policy on a continual basis.
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distanced from the labour market. At the end of 2018, we were the first major employer
to conclude a national agreement. Since then, 34 of the 35 employment regions in the
Netherlands have signed up. In it, we laid down arrangements on the intake of people
with a disability, their guidance and their transition to the regular employment market.
Nationally, in 2019, we created a total of 279 25.5-hour jobs for this target group.

Gender diversity
% female

% male

14%
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Age diversity
total employees
6%

<30
9%

11%

30-39

40-49

>50

10 2

7 5
23%

9%

65%
86%

94%

91%

78%

Kruidvat NL:
17.634

Trekpleister:
2.076

Kruidvat BE+FR:
3.125

All stores NL
20%

31%

Kruidvat BE+FR
16%

24%

6

14%

21%

34%
25%

69%

66%

Distribution centre
1.173

Offices RW & AW
953

Women in management positions

29%

31%

Distribution
centre

34%

Offices
RW & AW

71%

Total

Parttime employment
% of parttime employees in NL / BE+FR

Store managers

89%

Female

94% / 89%

Management board
and -team

33%

Male

73% / 84%

Senior staff

35%

Total

19.148 / 2.866

Diversity and equality

Training and development

% of positions for people with a distance to the labour market

% of assistant store managers with drugstore qualification

2017

1,21%

2018

93%

2018

1,48%

2019

97%

2019

1,67%

Ambition 2025: 5%

% of sales employees that passed vocational education
2018

94%

2019

94%

Ambition success rate: 95%
A.S. Watson - Annual CSR Report 2019
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2.2.1 Vitality & safety
Safety and vitality are important focus areas. Here at A.S. Watson, we regard a safe

‘Safety Deal’ Transport

and healthy working environment for our employees as a given. We help our people to

Every day there are around 250 drivers on the road for us. Here at

deal with physical and mental work stress and motivate them to have a healthy lifesty-

A.S. Watson, we want to look after their well-being, safety and health.

le. We help employees who are open to it, to stop smoking, with the help of a professio-

In 2018, we launched the ‘Safety Deal’ programme, in conjunction with

nal coach. In addition, we organised lots of corporate sports activities in 2019, including

a number of our hauliers. Our aim, with this programme, is to engender

participation in running events and team activities for employees in the Netherlands,

safety and trust in order to reduce the number of traffic accidents among

Belgium and France.

drivers to 0. This includes complying with driving and rest times, having
well-trained personnel, and good maintenance of the vehicle fleet.

In 2019, we launched the implementation of a company-wide vitality programme,

Route planning, accessibility, and safety campaigns are also important

among other things to further reduce absenteeism in the coming years.

themes within the programme.

This programme combines all the activities that we already organise plus the desired
expansion of these.
Safety also plays an important role in sustainable employability. Obviously, we want
to avoid disasters, accidents and incidents at all times. But should something happen,
we can provide the aftercare that’s needed. In our distribution centres, people work
with heavy equipment. Here, there is extra focus on physical safety and accident
prevention. The basis for the policy is the statutory risk inventories & evaluations (RI&E).
On the shop floor there is strict supervision of compliance with safety regulations.
We invest in technical or organisational changes, and in raising awareness.
A safety committee has the task of continuously drawing our employees’ attention
to the theme of safety.

Safety is also about preventing theft, accidents and violence. In our stores we have strict
procedures to prevent crime and incidents. From the perspective of our focus on vitality,
programmes aimed at strengthening mental resilience have been developed specially
for branch managers, because it is they who have primary responsibility in the event
of incidents in-store such as theft or customer aggression. An example of this is the
‘Vitaal in je filiaal’ (vital in your branch) programme. Subjects that the programme
addresses include:

Absenteeism and accidents in our DCs
Number of accidents with injury
Absenteeism

• How can I recognise signs of stress in myself?

2017

2018

2019

Target

218

161

140

0

6,5%

7,8%

6,5%

4,5%

• What is work pressure? And when does it become work-related stress?
• How can I avoid and reduce work-related stress (mine and others’)?
Employees who wish to report abuse can see an external confidential adviser.
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2.3 Impact on the environment

Total CO2-emission (in ton)

As a major retailer, our operations have a significant impact on man and the

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

Stores

32.687

22.861

15.639

11.683

13.717

Transport

10.725

11.173

11.649

12.014

12.039

3.024

2.378

1.397

1.334

1.596

568

426

233

235

242

environment. We are taking responsibility by reducing the environmental impact of
our business conduct as much as possible, and we are committed to making a positive

Distribution centres

impact in the long term. A healthier future for the planet is essential for people and

Headquarter

their health, as well as for us as a company. Our CO2 footprint reveals the impact of

Car fleet

2.309

2.054

2.293

2.241

2.226

our business conduct on climate change. And that consists mainly of emissions from

TOTAL

49.313

38.892

31.209

27.507

29.821

the energy consumption by our head office, our stores and distribution centres, and
logistics. Where our carbon emissions were still 49,313 tonnes of CO2 in 2015, by 2019
these were 29,821 tonnes. That’s a reduction of 37%. By 2025, we want our emissions to
be 50% less than in 2015. Below, we explain how we are continuing to work on that.
CO2 footprint
Our carbon emissions last year grew by 8%, to a total of 29,821 tonnes of CO2.
This is almost entirely attributable to the procured electricity which, compared with 2018,
was a lot less green, causing an increase in scope 2. Our overall heat and electricity
consumption fell further again compared to 2018. Despite a growing turnover and
number of stores the carbon emissions compared to the base year (2015) have fallen

Total energy consumption (in GJ)
2015

436.266

2016

446.116

2017

458.038

2018

446.052

2019

437.385

by 37%. Our goal is to achieve a reduction of 50% in 2025.
Energy consumption

% of renewable energy in NL / BE

has a significant effect on our carbon emissions. We are investing in energy saving

2017

71,6 / 100%

2018

80,9 / 100%

2019

73,5 / 100%

and gradually procuring sustainable energy. In 2019, our total energy consumption
fell by 2%. Because the Dutch electricity that was procured was slightly less sustainable
than in 2018, carbon emissions rose by 8%. At the end of 2019, all the Belgian stores

Ambition is 100%

The energy consumption by our stores, offices and distribution and e-fulfilment centres

were running on 100% renewable electricity. The figure for the Dutch stores was 74%.
In 2020, our aim is to procure 100% sustainable electricity for all the Dutch stores.
The distribution centre was fitted with solar panels with an uptime of 99.93% in 2019,
and, that year, the DC generated almost 480 MWh. Of this, 250 MWh was delivered
back to the grid. Since 2015, new and refurbished stores have been fitted with LED
lighting. By the end of 2019, 41% of our stores already had LED lighting, compared to
35% the year before.
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LED lighting in stores
2017

2018

2019

Aantal winkels met LED-verlichting

350

504

592

Percentage winkels met LED-verlichting

25%

35%

41%

30
CO2 emission

CO2 efficiency of logistics

Against 2025 target

(kg CO2/pallet)

60.000
50.000

Total CO2 emission 2019

49.313

(per business activity)

Kton CO2

40.000
30.000

27.507

15

14
12

38.892
31.209

16

11,4

10

29.821

20.000

8

10.000
2015

2016

2017

CO2-emission

2018

5%

2019

1

8%

6
4
2

Target: 2025
(50% reduction)

2012		2018		2019
Total

CO2 emission by scope

40%

46%

23.085

Target 2025 (50% reduction)

CO2 efficiency of stores
(kg CO2/m²)

(ton CO2)

25.000

11,8

22.863

80,0

20.000

68,8

40.000
15.000
10.000

6.957
4.421

5.000

• stores
• Transport
• Distribution centres
• Headquarter
• Car fleet

13.717
12.039
1.596
242
2.226

60,0
40,0

31,6
19,5

20,0
-

Total Scope 1
2019

Total Scope 2
2018

In 2019 we have consumed 2% less gas and electricity, but as the electricity mix
we purchased was slightly less sustainable, our scope 2 emissions have risen.
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2012		2018		2019
Totaal

Target 2025 (75% reduction)

Apart from LED lighting we are also implementing a number of standard measures for
each new or refurbished store, such as:
• Efficient and weather-dependent heating system
• Lighting operated by a time-clock and motion sensors
• Display and advertising lighting automatically switched off before and after
business hours.
• Motion sensors to activate switches in the toilets and entrance areas.
In addition, it is part of our maintenance plan to always install energy-efficient versions
when replacing air conditioning, central heating and air curtains (where relevant).
We are installing heat pumps in all new stores and relocations. And wherever air
conditioning is replaced, a heat pump is fitted. It is our aim to be able to monitor the
effects of all these measures better in 2020.
Transport
A large proportion (40%) of our carbon emissions come from our freight transport.
We outsource the transport to haulage firms. Every day there are approximately 250
drivers on the road for us. We exercise our influence by emphasising sustainability
aspirations in the collaboration. In new contracts, we include the standard requirement
that trucks must be fitted with a clean Euro-6 engine as a minimum.
In 2019, 22 trucks drove on efficient LNG. LNG trucks are quieter and produce 10 to 15%
less CO2 and 90% fewer particulates. Our ambition is to develop an LNG filling station in
Heteren in future. In 2020, we are organising the AS Watson Logistics Energy Challenge
together with the municipality. Our aim with this is to drive logistical innovation.
We’re keeping an eye on the development of environmentally-friendly alternatives to
diesel. These include bio-LNG, electric or hydrogen vehicles. Lastly, we use tools for
transport planning and route optimisation, to make driving as efficient as possible,
with lower fuel consumption and carbon emissions.
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Waste management
As a major retailer we produce waste, which mainly comes from packaging.
It is our policy to reduce packaging and to recycle it to the highest possible standard.
We want to separate and recycle waste as much as possible, thereby reducing
residual waste streams.
Earlier, we described how we are making efforts to reduce consumer packaging.
We are managing some of the secondary packaging ourselves. In doing so, we weigh

Waste
Waste (in tons)

How processed

Paper/cardboard

Recycled

that is also a form of wastage that we want to avoid.

Office paper waste

Energy generation

Plastics

Ultimately, virtually all secondary packaging and the stream that we add ourselves

Construction waste

up, among other things, the environmental impact against the level of protection
provided by a packaging item. If a consignment of products gets damaged or soiled,

comes back to our recycling centre in Heteren. Here, in 2019, we sorted at least 18,000
tonnes of paper/cardboard, plastics and metals, or almost 16 kilos per transported
pallet. This is recycled by various waste processors. Compared to 2017, this is an
increase of almost 3 percent.

2017

2018

2019

14.022

16.519

16.808

-

12

44

Recycled

1.238

1.253

1.370

Recycled

241

165

191

Metal

Recycled

169

220

289

Degradable waste

Recycled

1

3

3

Hazardous waste

Recycled

Residual waste

Energy generation

TOTAL

2

4

1

2.054

2.160

2.113

17.727

20.336

20.819

Our policy for the coming years is geared towards reducing our residual streams
and more separation for recycling. In 2019, we achieved a recycled percentage
of almost 90%.

Recycling
Recycled part (%)
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2017

2018

2019

88,4%

89,0%

89,6%
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Dealing with plastic more efficiently

This is Katja (21). Katja works in one of our Kruidvat stores. During her work as a shelf
stacker she saw the quantities of packaging material that pass through. When she
was unpacking a consignment of make-up, she had a sudden inspiration. “I know how
damaging plastic waste is for the environment and unnecessary packaging material
annoys me”, the 21-year-old chemistry student told RTL Z last year, when they were
making a programme about it.
Katja took a photo of the plastic packaging and posted in on LinkedIn. In her message
she addressed A.S. Watson. “Maybe there is a new, more environmentally-friendly
packaging method someone can come up with? If you acknowledge this problem,
I’m open to a brainstorming session ;-)”
Site Manager Marcel Evers responded and invited her to attend a meeting. “I thought:
they are bound to tell me now how well they are doing already”, Katja told RTLZ last
year. But the meeting went differently. They looked at the packaging process in the
distribution centre together. Katje presented her plan for improvement to Marcel and
he saw potential in it.
“My solution wasn’t rocket science: there is no need for every mascara to have a
separate bag. Just fill the other bags until they’re full.” The products were in separate
packaging for weighing and shipment. But, with a simple adjustment in the process,
this is no longer necessary.
Thanks to the adjustment Kruidvat now saves at least one million bags a year plus
thousands of euros in packaging material. It also takes the shelf stackers less time to
unpack now. So it’s a win-win situation. “But the most important thing, I think, is that
less plastic is wasted!” says Katja.
Obviously, some plastic is still needed in the packaging process. Evers: “We are
continuously working on it. We recycle packaging material, we’re reducing carbon
PHOTO: Katja Diepstraten and Marcel Evers in the A.S. Watson distribution centre

emissions in transport and we try to make agreements with suppliers. But more
good ideas are always welcome.”
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2.4 Social involvement
As a major health & beauty retailer, we are at the heart of the community. With our
broad and accessible product range we are there for everyone. This position gives us
the opportunity to inspire the public to make healthier and more sustainable choices.
So, we use our national reach to promote a healthy lifestyle, and in that vein, in 2019
we were the first major European retailer to completely stop selling tobacco products.
We also use our reach to make consumers aware of the plastic problem, for instance.
Information and transparency
Our position also comes with great social responsibility. Thanks to an increasing
amount of self-care in our society, people are meant to look after themselves for longer.
Our product range is becoming increasingly broad and many products that we offer
call for responsible use. These might include vitamin supplements, sun cream, or
even medicines, which are increasingly available without prescription. We therefore
regard providing good information about the products that we offer as one of our most
important duties. With almost 2,000 certified chemists in store, we are there for our
customers to answer all their product related questions. It goes without saying that this
information is honest and transparent.
Consumers increasingly require transparency. They want to know what they are buying
and are becoming more critical when it comes to ingredients, packaging and production conditions. With the Kruidvat Natuurlijk & Voordelig concept launched at the end of
2019, we are meeting the needs of this fast-growing group of aware consumers. We are
helping them to make more conscious choices by selecting and combining products
based on a list of ‘green’ criteria that we have drawn up. Read more about Kruidvat
Natuurlijk & Voordelig on page 36.

Dealing consciously with plastic
In week 44, together with Freek Vonk, we published a mini special of the
magazine Wild van Freek. In it, we playfully drew attention to the problem
of plastic pollution, how you can deal with it consciously, and what we are
doing as a company in this regard. The special was distributed in our
Kruidvat stores with the purchase of one of the Freek items from our range.
It’s also a way of contributing towards more conscious choices for our
customers, through information. From this year, Freek Vonk’s No Wildlife
Crime foundation is one of the charities to which our customers can
donate their savings points.
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Charities
Here at A.S. Watson, we think it’s important to support charities. We do this by, among
other things, offering our customers the chance to donate their savings points to a
charity of their choice. Charities that customers can help through us are Het Rode Kruis,
the No Wildlife Crime foundation (NWC), which helps reduce the poaching of wild
animals, CliniClowns, KIKA, KWF or Operation Smile. You can find more information
about how customers can help at kruidvat.nl/goededoelen.
Operation Smile gives free treatment to children in developing countries that are born
with a facial condition, such as a hare lip. In 2018, A.S. Watson Group entered into a
partnership with Operation Smile, to ensure that as many treatments as possible can
be carried out.
Through our long-standing partnership with KWF Kankerbestrijding (the Netherlands)
and Stichting tegen Kanker (Belgium), we are helping in the fight against skin cancer.
We contribute to the funding of research into skin cancer and provide information about
enjoying the sun responsibly. By doing so, we want to help the prevention or better cure
of skin cancer in the future. We are using our wide reach to get this message across to
as many people as possible.
We also give our own employees the opportunity to actively take part in a charity.
During the national campaign ‘NLdoet’ we select a number of activities in the vicinity
of our sites, and colleagues spend the day doing voluntary work during business hours.
In October we take part in the global ‘volunteer day’ initiated by A.S. Watson Group.
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better attention to its greener products. During a visit to one of our suppliers

36

we thought: we need to do something with that.” Back in the Netherlands things
started to snowball.
“By getting the right people on board, the concept quickly took shape. Together
with the CSR manager, we laid down frameworks and criteria, and internally
everyone was immediately enthusiastic. People find it an important topic,

URL I
TU

JK

NA

so the plan was immediately embraced.”
With Kruidvat Natuurlijk & Voordelig we are helping consumers to make more
conscious choices, by bringing together all ‘green’ brands together in one identifiable
display. A product may only be displayed if it meets at least four of the nine set criteria.
“It’s not a label; there are enough of those. We just want to make the offering easier to

V

O

OR

IG

find and more transparent.”

DEL

With Kruidvat Natuurlijk & Voordelig
we are helping consumers to
make more conscious choices.

It’s taken the suppliers some getting used to. “All of a sudden they were bombarded with
questions from us. About production conditions, the origin of ingredients, whether they are
plant-based, natural, or organic. Whether the packaging is recycled or recyclable, etcetera.
They weren’t used to being asked so many questions about the product contents.”
Not every supplier meets the criteria, although they’d like a spot on the Natuurlijk &
Voordelig shelves. “We are very strict about this. Sometimes a supplier will go back to

This is Angela. Angela is the hair care and styling buyer for Kruidvat and she is

his product manager to see whether any changes are possible. We’re pleased to do

in charge of Kruidvat Natuurlijk & Voordelig, a new concept to boost the sales of

our bit towards making our product range more sustainable.”

sustainable products and to guide the customer through the jungle of green and
less green products.

Natuurlijk & Voordelig has now been rolled out nationally. “This doesn’t mean that we
can rest on our laurels. We monitor continuously, to check whether we are on the right

Angela and her colleagues became inspired after a visit to one of Kruidvat’s larger

track. But the initial results are promising. Reactions are positive and we are seeing a

suppliers in London. Sustainability has become an important theme in discussions

positive trend in the figures. I think it’s great that, in such a short space of time, we have

with suppliers, and customers, too, are increasingly asking critical questions about

achieved something that puts Kruidvat on the map with the more aware consumer and

the sustainability of products.

that contributes to the transparency of sustainability in the healthy & beauty segment.
We started with hair care, bath and shower, and skincare, but in the coming period we

“The consumer needs transparency, and the supplier a podium to draw more and
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will hopefully add many other product categories.”
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Results
Pillar

Material topic

Value chain

KPI

Sustainable

Sustainable raw

Supply chain

% of palm oil containing products

product range

materials

and consumers

that are RSPO-certified

Result 2019

% of paper- and wood(pulp) products

96%
95%

certified with FSC or PEFC label
% of coffee products certified by UTZ

100%

and/or Rainforest Alliance
% of cocoa products certified by UTZ

100%

and/or Rainforest Alliance
% of paper/cardboard packaging for

75%

H&B product range which is certified
Supply chain

Supply chain

responsibility

% of private label products of which

79%

social compliance audits are available
% of private label products of which

88%

social compliance audits is compliant
Good

Talent development

Employees

employment

% of assistant store managers with drugstore qualification

97%

% of sales employees that passed vocational education (MBO)

94%

% of Dutch employees with distance to labour market

1,7%

employed compared to total hours worked
Wellbeing and safety

Employees

% of sick leave in DC
Number of incidents with injury in DC

Environmental

Energy and emissions

impact

Waste and circularity

Societal

Product responsibility

engagement

Transparancy
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6,5%
140

Operations

Tons CO2 emissions (scope 1 and 2)

(stores, DC,

Tons CO2 emissions per m² store

31,6%

HQ, transport)

Tons CO2 emissions per transported pallet

11,8%

Producers,
DC, HQ,
consumers
Stores, e-commerce,
consumers
HQ, employees,
consumers

29.821

% of renewable electricity sourced (NL)

74%

% of renewable electricity sourced (BE)

100%

% of waste streams recycled

89,6%

Roll-out of ‘Natuurlijk & Voordelig’

N.a.

% score on Dutch Transparency Benchmark

57%

Progress 2025

• Minor deviation of schedule
• Minor deviation of schedule
• On schedule
• On schedule
• Behind schedule
• Minor deviation of schedule
• Behind schedule
schedule
• On
On schedule
• Minor deviation of schedule
•
Behind schedule
• Minor
• deviation of schedule
On schedule
• Minor
deviation of schedule
• On schedule
• Minor deviation of schedule
• On schedule
• N.a.

•
•

Ambition 2025
100% mass balanced RSPO

N.a.

5, 8, 12, 15, 16, 17

100% for both Health & Beautyand other products
100%
100%
- 100% certified paper and cardboard;
- 100% recyclable plastics,
- 25% reduction conventional plastics
- 100% of private label products with social audits available
- 100% of private label products compliant with social audits
- BSCI tier 2 supplier engagement for high risk resources,
including environmental assessment

100%

3, 4, 5, 8, 10

95%
5%
4,5%
Zero incidents with injuries

7, 12, 13

24.656 (50% reduction compared to 2015)
17,2 (75% reduction compared to 2012)
7,5 (50% reduction compared to 2012)
100%
100%
Focus on recyclability of packaging
Circular projects and recycle waste streams

• On schedule

Most important SDG’s

N.a.
Striving for continuous improvement

3, 12, 13, 17
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Appendices
About this report
The CSR report is our way of informing our stakeholders about our organisation and

Financial results are shared at group level and this report can be seen as a local sup-

how we are continuing to create value in the long term. This is a report about our

plement to those. A.S. Watson Health & Beauty Benelux, in its CSR policy, follows the

non-financial performance. It is drawn up annually, and is based on a reporting period

CSR policy established at group level, customised for the Benelux market. You can find

of a calendar year. The last report was published on 14 June 2019.

more information about this international policy at www.aswatson.com/our-company/
our-responsibilities.

Division and scope
When determining the content and division of the report, we took the wishes of our

Reporting standards and/or guidelines

stakeholders via a materiality analysis as our basis. In it, the degree of importance of

A.S. Watson Health & Beauty Benelux BV aims to improve its CSR reporting every year,

topics to A.S. Watson is set against the importance that external stakeholders attach to

to match the nature, risks and opportunities of the organisation. With this CSR report,

these topics. The process for determining materiality and a full list of material topics are

A.S. Watson Health & Beauty Benelux is reporting in compliance with The GRI Standards

described on page 41 ‘Materiality’.

‘Core’ guidelines of the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI). GRI is based on the principle of
materiality and requires organisations to communicate their management approach to

Unless otherwise stated, this CSR report relates to A.S. Watson Health & Beauty

topics that are material to the organisation. Hence, in the annual report, we focus and

Benelux BV, which includes Kruidvat, Trekpleister and the outlet formula Prijsmepper*,

report on topics that are important to stakeholders. The GRI Context Index with

but also A.S. Watson’s head office, the DC in Heteren and the e-fulfilment centre in

references is set out in the appendix on page 49. We attach a lot of value to transpa-

Ede**. Subcontractors are not included in the scope of this report, unless otherwise

rency towards our shareholders and take part in the Transparency Benchmark of the

stated.

Ministry of Economic Affairs and Climate. We achieved 4th place in the retail sector with
the CSR report for 2018, with a total score of 57%.

A.S. Watson Health & Beauty Benelux is part of the A.S. Watson Group, the largest
health & beauty retailer in Asia and Europe. A.S. Watson Group is part of CK Hutchison

In addition, our policy is based on international treaties including the ILO conventions,

Holding Limited, a listed company with head office in Hong Kong.

the OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises, the Sustainable Development Goals
of the United Nations and the United Nations guidelines on business and human rights.

* The figures include the results of our pop-up formula Prijsmepper, where we have been
unable to actively implement all CSR activities due to its small scale and temporary nature.
** In 2017, the e-fulfilment centre in Ede became operational. The CSR policy also relates to
this and, for 2018, the results of this have also been included in the figures.
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Data quality of non-financial KPIs

Changes

Methods of measuring, estimating and calculating for all indicators related to

In 2019, no changes were made regarding our CSR policy and our objectives. The topics

material topics and the process of data collection. Our non-financial KPIs are presented

in this report were selected on the basis of our materiality analysis. Other changes

in this report. The non-financial data are collected in the first quarter of every year.

in definitions and measuring methods compared to previous reporting periods are

Once collected, the data are consolidated and subjected to a trend analysis, which is

explained where relevant.

carried out by our finance department in conjunction with the CSR manager. If there are
considerable anomalies in the trends, the information is given context and verified with

Internal control

the relevant data provider. Where no data were available, they have been estimated.

No external control has been applied to this report. The figures are audited internally

No uncertainties or inherent limitations have been identified as a result of

by the CSR manager and the finance department of A.S. Watson Benelux. Audits for

measurements, estimates or calculations.

internal control purposes were carried out on a random sample basis by A.S. Watson
Group on the aforementioned figures.

Data collection for KPIs
Data to monitor non-financial KPIs largely come from third parties. For example, transport is outsourced to partners, energy is procured from a supplier, and the information
about raw materials for our own-brand products and packaging is delivered to us by
our suppliers.
Around half the energy data from stores comes automatically from smart meters. Other
meters are read monthly. If meter readings are not available, we estimate the gas and
electricity readings based on the floor area of the store.
The transport from the DC to our stores is done by partners. Because, in practice, a lot
of trucks drive exclusively for us, we fully attribute the carbon emissions from transport
to ourselves. Carbon emissions are calculated according to the GHG Protocol (scope
1 and 2). We use CO2 conversion factors from CO2emissiefactoren.nl. Apart from for
electricity, we use the specific factor from the energy supplier.
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Materiality
Very important

In 2018, we updated our CSR policy based on a recalibration of our materiality analysis.

the concern over the topic within and outside our organisation, the expectations of the
major stakeholders and the extent to which the theme influences their decisions,
the potential risks, the contribution to our success and its relationship with our core
processes. No fundamental changes occurred in the matrix in the updating of material
topics compared with previous years. The focus within the material aspects has
hanged slightly. For example, we see that plastic and plastic packaging has become
increasingly important to people in recent years. There is also greater focus on
sustainability of ingredients, transparency about them and the impact that our

4

business conduct has on the climate. These topics also crop up on a regular basis in
the dialogue with our stakeholders. Over the past few years we have achieved great
results on the aspect of ‘sustainable use of raw materials’ and we have set ourselves
higher aspirations in this update. The availability and volume of the raw materials in

3

5

6

10
11

16
18

19

17

7
8
9

12

14

Less important

how important these are for our stakeholders, the scope, the potential influence,

Importance for stakeholders

various information sources. We assessed the shortlist of sustainability themes on

1
2

Important

To identify the relevant aspects, we spoke to the various stakeholders and consulted

15

13

20

21
22

our own-brand range are important prerequisites for our aspirations. For example,
Less important

the sustainability of palm oil, cotton, wood and packaging is coming more to the

Very important

Important

Importance for A.S. Watson Health & Beauty Benelux

fore than, for example, meat and fish (volume) and soya lecithin (availability).

1

Prevent and reduce watse

12

Product responsibility

2

Sustainable products

13

Charities

3

Climate change mitigation

14

Complaint procedures

4

Labour conditions in supply chain

15

Local engagement

5

Environmental policy in the supply chain

16

Human rights due diligence

6

Labour conditions

17

Labour relations

7

Employee development

18

Environmental compliance

to assess the degree of transparency in their reporting).

8

Transparancy

19

Free and fair competition

• Similar businesses in the retail sector.

9

Raising awareness on healthy products/lifestyles 20

Non-compliance

• Other sources of information about the retail sector,

10

Equal opportunity

21

Responsible marketing

including industry organisations.

11

Enhance circularity

22

Privacy

• Sustainability dialogues with internal and external stakeholders.
• GRI guidelines (www.globalreporting.org).
• ISO 26000; international guideline for CSR.
• Benchmarks for Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR, including the
Transparency benchmark used by the Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs
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Materiality
Category

Materieel thema

Definition

KPI (incl. GRI link)

1. Sustainable consumption

1. Prevent and reduce waste

Reduce transport and own-brand packaging

GRI 306-2

plastic and keep/make it recyclable

100% (KG) of the plastic packaging for our
own-label products in the regular product range
is made of reusable or recyclable plastic.
25% (KG) reduction of plastic in the primary
packaging for our own-label products

2. Sustainable products

Raw materials that we use as ingredients

The percentage of raw materials that meets the

in our own-brand products

sustainability requirements of A.S. Watson

Raising awareness on healthy

Information on our standard

Activities to allow customers to make targeted

products/lifestyles

communication channels about

sustainable and healthy choices

background of sustainable ingredients
and healthy lifestyle choices
Transparency

A guide function for our consumers based

Activities whereby consumers are facilitated in

on transparency about the sustainability

the making of a conscious choice

of products
2. Climate impact

3. Climate change mitigation

Reducing our CO2 footprint, scope 1 and 2,

305-1

of our business conduct

50% absolute CO2 reduction in scope 1 and 2 of
the GHG Protocol compared with 2015
305-2					
305-4					
305-5

3. Supply chain responsibility

4. Labour conditions in supply chain
5. Environmental policy in the supply chain

4. Employees

6. Labour conditions and wellbeing

7. Employee development

Good and healthy working conditions in

Own-brand products from high-risk countries

our supply chain

where social audits have been demonstrably

Reduction of polluting activities

conducted via BSCI (or equivalent) and where

on the production sites in

100% (NIV) have attained a BSCI overall C score

the supply chain.

(or equivalent)

Striving for working conditions for our

403-2

employees whereby everyone can take control,

#Activities organised to promote the well-being

for themselves, of being physically, emotionally

of our Employees. Less absenteeism than the

and socially resilient

year before

An equal opportunity for all employees

404-2

to develop talents, options for improving

Internal promotion ratio of at least 1%

skills and for personal development.
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Stakeholder summary
Stakeholders

Expectations of stakeholders

How we involve stakeholders

Most important material themes

Our approach

Employees

Safe, attractive and inspiring workplace,

Daily contact through e.g. departmental

Working conditions (vitality),

Development of holistic vitality

support in vitality, development

meetings, bilateral discussions, inspiration

employee development

policy, opportunity for people

opportunities, good employment

sessions and social intranet supplemented

who are distanced from the

conditions and terms

by contacts at internal meetings, recruitment

labour market, various sporting

events, social media, business updates, con-

activities and training

sultation with WC, trade union, confidential

opportunities

adviser and management meetings.
Customers

Affordable, optimal product range,

Daily contact through e.g. store employees,

Preventing/reducing waste,

Launch of Kruidvat Natuurlijk &

being surprised, convenience, support

website, customer service and newsletters

sustainable use of raw materials,

Voordelig, collaboration with sup-

information on products/healthy lifestyle,

pliers on packaging and

transparency

sustainable raw materials

for conscious choices
Suppliers

Commitment, cooperation, fair prices,

Periodic supplier discussions,

Preventing/reducing waste, sustainable use

Collaboration with suppliers on

realistic payment terms

annual supplier meeting, trade fairs,

of raw materials, information on products/

packaging and sustainable raw

joint ventures for sustainable solutions

healthy lifestyle, transparency, environmental

materials, social audits and self-

and innovations

policy in the chain, employment conditions

assessments on environmental

with producers

policy in own-brand suppliers’ factories, input for Kruidvat Natuurlijk &
Voordelig Natuurlijk & Voordelig

Shareholder

Government

Society

Continuity, return, transparency,

Periodic supply of information,

Reducing negative impact on the e

Use of structural reporting tool for

responsible entrepreneurship

periodic financial consultations

nvironment, employment conditions

group-wide non-financial data,

and Group meetings

with producers, transparency,

transparency regarding our sustai-

preventing/reducing wastel

nability policy

Transparency, compliance with laws

Periodically via control visits, meetings

Reducing negative impact on the

Reporting according to GRI,

and regulations, climate aware

and via industry organisations

nvironment, employment conditions

guarantee of compliance on

with producers, transparency,

energy, waste and employment

preventing/reducing waste

conditions in the line

Corporate responsibility, involvement,

Periodically via e.g. meetings,

Reducing negative impact on the

Voluntary work, support for

transparency, safe environment

joint ventures with NGOs for sustainable

environment, preventing/reducing waste,

charities, launch of Kruidvat

solutions, workshops, bilateral

sustainable use of raw materials,

Natuurlijk & Voordelig,

discussions and the media

transparency

implementation of energy-saving
measures and use of sustainable
energy, various improvements
for recyclability of packaging,
collaboration for improvement
of sustainable palm oil
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Risk management
Good risk management is important to being able to continue being of value in
the short and long term. Without good risk management we cannot achieve our
strategic goals. Risks from various areas are mapped in a structured manner and the
risk mitigation is monitored periodically and evaluated annually. These are strategically
managed at group level and weighed up based on the chance of uncertainty arising
and the extent of the financial impact. These are the major risks at group level:
Given that this is the CSR report for A.S. Watson Health & Beauty in the Benelux, we will
deal here with the major risks for our own organisation. These risks are all CSR related.
That means that either the cause is triggered by a sustainability theme, such as climate
change or human rights, or it has a significant effect on man and the environment.
On the following page we give an overview of the major risks, their causes and effects,
and mitigating measures.

Risks
Financial

Interest rates
Fluctuating currencies
Price of oil and gas

Operational

Data security
Natural disasters
Outbreak of epidemics
Geopolitical insecurity and terrorism

Compliance

Quality and product responsibility
Changing legislation
Data security and privacy
Brexit

Major risks at group level (Source: Hutchinson CK 2018 Annual Report)
For more insight into these risks and control measures, please refer to the CK Hutchinson Annual Report.
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Description of major risks
Consequence for
A.S. Watson

Consequence for man
and the environment

Likelihood

Financial
impact

Social and
environmental
impact

Risk
acceptance Mitigation measures

Subject

Context and cause

1 Social and
environmental
breaches in
the chain

Some of our products
come from producers in
countries with a higher risk
of non-compliance with
international agreements on
employment conditions
The offer of sufficient volume
or quality of (natural) raw
materials can shrink
because of, for example,
climate change, short
term thinking by producers,
unfavourable commercial
conditions or insecure
(geopolitical) situation.
Floods, heavy rain or hail,
drought and heat are
occurring more often due
to climate change

Negative publicity and loss
of reputation

Unfavourable living and employment
conditions in the chain

Low/
medium

Low

High

Low

All factories where our
own-brand products are
produced must be
compliant with BSCI

Lower turnover because our
suppliers are unable to deliver
sufficient volume or quality

Shortage of available products

Low

Medium

High

Medium

Lost turnover because DCs or
stores cannot operate
(temporarily or otherwise).
Lost turnover because our
suppliers are unable to deliver
sufficient volume or quality

Degradation of agricultural land,
shortage of raw materials or food

Low

Low

Medium

Medium

Environmental legislation
requires reduction of CO2
consumption and energy
consumption

Significant fines, negative
publicity and/or loss of reputation
because of customer data leaks

Significant impact on
climate change

Low

Low

Medium

Medium

Cyber attacks and/or
data leaks

Lost turnover because IT
infrastructure and (e-)commerce
channels are not operational.
Significant fines, negative
publicity and/or loss of reputation
because of customer data leaks
Not attracting or retaining
enough young talent.

N.a.

Low

Medium

N.a.

Medium

We are making our
own-brand product range
sustainable by purchasing
more and more sustainable
raw materials. We buy
products from various
regions and ensure that
we are not dependent on
one or more suppliers
We buy products from
various regions and
ensure that we are not
dependent on one or
more suppliers.
Making an inventory
of possibilities for
taking measures in
high-risk locations
With our CSR policy and activities,
we are committed to energy and
CO2 reduction (see Environment)
that goes beyond environmental
laws and regulations
Our IT infrastructure is of
high quality and is audited
in accordance with recent
laws and regulations,
including the GDPR.

N.a.

Low

Low/
medium

N.a.

High

2 Nonavailability
of raw materials

3 Physical
climate risks

4 Noncompliance with
environmental
legislation

5 Data security
and privacy
legislation

6 Shortage of
talent

Young talent from g
enerations Y & Z attach
value to CSR. Our current
policy and activities are
possibly not seen as
sufficiently sustainable
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We are actively increasing
sustainability and profiling
ourselves on CSR so that we
continue to recruit young talent
(generations Y and Z). We are
committed to being a good
employer, in order to develop
and retain talent
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Governance

CSR steering committee

Our structure
The ultimate responsibility for our CSR policy lies with Ed van de Weerd, who took
over the role of CEO from Gerard van Breen on 1 July 2019. He is also member of
the international CSR committee of A.S. Watson Group. The CSR objectives and the
progress of activities are discussed at least twice a year in the Board meeting and,

Ed van de Weerd (50)

if necessary, adjustments are made.

CEO bij A.S. Watson Health & Beauty
Benelux

Our CSR policy is based on four pillars: product range, employment market,
environment and society. For each of those pillars a board member is the CSR
ambassador. Together, they form the CSR steering committee. This steering committee
formulates the aspiration level, sets out the long-term objectives, monitors the progress
and makes adjustments where necessary.
For each pillar the CSR ambassador organises further activities. Product range and
employment market each have a working group; in environment and society coordinators

Jan Carel Uylenberg (59)

Brenda Smith (46)

Niek Schipper (44)

HR Director A.S. Watson
Benelux

Director Marketing
& Customer Experience
A.S. Watson Health & Beauty
Benelux

Trading Director A.S. Watson
Health & Beauty
Benelux

operate within a discipline. The working groups and coordinators draw up and
implement annual plans.

Overige bestuurders:

The activities are integrated into the existing tasks as far as possible and are part of
the annual appraisals. The CSR steering committee and the working groups meet at
least four times a year.
The CSR manager draws up the CSR policy, coordinates the objectives in the
organisation and flags up relevant market developments to keep the policy aligned
with current themes. The CSR manager is also responsible for CSR reporting,
communication and stakeholder engagement. He reports to the HR director who,
within A.S. Watson Group, is CSR ambassador for the Benelux.
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Yvette Heijwegen (45)

Roland van den Berg (45)

Katinka Ruikes (43)

Supply Chain Director
A.S. Watson Health & Beauty
Benelux

Director eCommerce
A.S. Watson Health & Beauty
Benelux

Director Sales
Operations & Innovation Kruidvat
Nederland

Bert Verhoef (56)

Erik Heuthorst (50)

Managing Director Kruidvat
België

Financial Director A.S. Watson
Benelux
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Board members
Mr Ed van de Weerd (50)

Mr Niek Schipper (44)

CEO of A.S. Watson Health & Beauty Benelux

Trading Director A.S. Watson Health & Beauty Benelux

2 years at ASW

2 years at ASW

Responsible for ‘Environment’ pillar within our CSR policy

Responsible for ‘Marketplace’ pillar within our CSR policy

Background in general management, retail and sales

Background in commerce and brands

Member of CSR steering committee and ultimately responsible

Member of CSR steering committee of A.S. Watson Health & Beauty Benelux

for CSR policy of A.S. Watson Health & Beauty Benelux
Member of Global CSR Committee of A.S. Watson Group.

Ms Yvette Heijwegen (45)
Supply Chain Director A.S. Watson Health & Beauty Benelux

Mr Jan Carel Uylenberg (59)

4 years at ASW

HR Director A.S. Watson Benelux
12 years at ASW

Mr Roland van den Berg (45)

Responsible for ‘Workplace’ pillar within our CSR policy

Director eCommerce A.S. Watson Health & Beauty Benelux

CSR Ambassador for Health & Beauty Benelux from A.S. Watson Group

General Manager Trekpleister

Responsible for the management of the CSR Manager

3 years at ASW

A.S. Watson Health & Beauty Benelux
Background in Human Resources

Ms Katinka Ruikes (43)

Member of CSR steering committee of A.S. Watson Health & Beauty Benelux

Director Sales Operations & Innovation Kruidvat Netherlands
10 years at ASW

Ms Brenda Smith (46)
Director Marketing & Customer

Mr Bert Verhoef (56)

Experience A.S. Watson Health & Beauty Benelux

Managing Director Kruidvat Belgium

5 years at ASW

20 years at ASW

Responsible for ‘Community’ pillar within our CSR policy
Background in marketing and brand experience

Mr Erik Heuthorst (50)

Member of CSR steering committee of A.S. Watson Health & Beauty Benelux

Financial Director A.S. Watson Benelux
16 years at ASW
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Glossary of terms
Audits
Process to check the conduct of business at the production site against
predetermined criteria. An improvement plan must be drawn up for those criteria
which a manufacturer fails to meet. This plan describes which corrective and

NGO
A non-governmental organisation (or NGO) is an organisation that is independent of
the government and focuses on a supposed social interest.

preventive measures are needed to meet the criteria.

SDG

BSCI

drawn up by the United Nations, with a 2030 deadline.

Business Social Compliance Initiative (BSCI), an international organisation committed

The Sustainable Development Goals. These are the 17 objectives for sustainability

to improving employment conditions and having audits carried out for that purpose.

Stakeholders

GRI

the company’s activities or who have a direct or indirect influence on the company

Global Reporting Initiative is an international organisation that drafts guidelines
for sustainability reporting. Globally, the GRI Standards are the most frequently
applied reporting guidelines. GRI is based on the principle of materiality and
requires organisations to communicate their management approach to topics
that are material to the organisation.
KPI
Key Performance Indicator. A means of measuring progress and quality. These are
pre-agreed parameters that show the performance level of key business activities.
Materiality analysis
An analysis in which the interests of the stakeholders are compared against
the interests of the organisation.
CSR
Corporate Social Responsibility, also known as sustainable enterprise.
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Stakeholders are people and organisations who are directly or indirectly influenced by

Transparency benchmark
Research by the Ministry of Economic Affairs and Climate into the qualitative and
quantitative development of social reporting among the largest enterprises in
the Netherlands.
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GRI Content Index A.S. Watson – Standards Core
SRS

Information

Reference

102-1

Name of the organisation

Who we are: In brief.

102-2

Activities, brands, products and services

Who we are: In brief.

102-3

Location of the head office

Who we are: In brief. Colophon

102-4

Number of countries in which the company operates

Who we are: In brief.

102-5

Legal form or shareholding

Appendices: About this report: Division and scope

102-6

Markets in which the organisation is active

Who we are: In brief.

102-7

Scale of the organisation

Who we are: In brief.

GRI 102: GENERAL DISCLOSURES 2016
1. Organisation profile

Value creation model
Table of results
Highlights
102-8

Information about employees

Results: Being a good employer

102-9

Supplier chain

Who we are: Our chain

102-10

Significant changes in the organisational structure

Who we are: Our chain

or in the supplier chain
102-11

Precautionary principle or approach

Appendices: Risk management

102-12

External initiatives

Who we are: Our chain

102-13

Memberships

Who we are: Our chain

Explanatory statement of chief executive

Foreword

Values, standards, principles or standards of conduct

Who we are: Our values

Governance structure

Appendices: Governance

102-40

List of stakeholders

Appendices: Stakeholder summary

102-41

Collective bargaining agreements

Results: Being a good employer

102-42

Identification and selection of stakeholders

Appendices: Stakeholder summary

102-43

Stakeholder involvement

Appendices: Materiality

102-44

Stakeholders’ most important issues

2. Strategy
102-14
3. Ethics and Integrity
102-16
4. Governance
102-18
5. Stakeholder involvement

Appendices: Stakeholder summary
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SRS

Information

Reference

102-45

Participations in the consolidated annual accounts

Appendices: About this report: Division and scope

102-46

Determining the content and division of the report

Appendices: About this report: Division and scope

102-47

List of material topics

Appendices: Materiality

102-48

Amended information

Appendices: About this report: Changes

102-49

changes in the reporting

Appendices: About this report: Changes

102-50

Reporting period

Appendices: About this report

102-51

Date of the most recent previous report

Appendices: About this report

102-52

Reporting cycle

Appendices: About this report

102-53

Point of contact for information about the annual report

Colophon

102-54

Reporting in accordance with GRI Standards

Appendices: About this report

102-55

GRI Content Index

Appendices: GRI Content Index

102-56

External assurance

Appendix: About this report: Internal control

6. Report profile

Appendices: Materiality

MATERIAL TOPICS
Circularity (Material themes: Preventing/reducing waste & Sustainable use of raw materials)
103-1

Notes to materiality and division

Results: Product range (Raw materials and Packaging)
Results: Impact on the environment: Waste management
Appendices: Materiality

103-2

Management approach

Results: Product range (Raw materials and Packaging)

103-3

Evaluation of the management approach

306-2

Waste by type and disposal method

Results: Impact on the environment: Waste management

ASW2

Raw materials that meet sustainability requirements

Results: Product range (Raw materials and Packaging)

Results: Impact on the environment: Waste management
Results: Product range (Raw materials and Packaging)
Results: Impact on the environment: Waste management

Climate impact (Material theme: Reducing negative impact on climate)
103-1

Notes to materiality and division

Results: Impact on the environment (CO2 footprint, Energy consumption, Transport)

103-2

Management approach

Results: Impact on the environment (CO2 footprint, Energy consumption, Transport)

103-3

Evaluation of the management approach

Results: Impact on the environment (CO2 footprint, Energy consumption, Transport)

305-1

Direct greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions (Scope 1)

Results: Impact on the environment (CO2 footprint, Energy consumption, Transport)

305-2

Energy indirect greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions (Scope 2)

Results: Impact on the environment (CO2 footprint, Energy consumption, Transport)

305-4

Greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions intensity

Results: Impact on the environment (CO2 footprint, Energy consumption, Transport)

305-5

Reduction of GHG emissions

Results: Impact on the environment (CO2 footprint, Energy consumption, Transport)

Appendices: Materiality
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SRS

Information

Reference

Sequential liability (Material themes: Employment conditions with producers & Environmental policy in the chain)
103-1

Notes to materiality and division

Who we are: Our chain

103-2

Management approach

Who we are: Our chain

103-3

Evaluation of the management approach

Who we are: Our chain

ASW3

The percentage of own-brand products from high-risk

Who we are: Our chain

Appendices: Materiality

countries where social audits have been demonstrably
conducted via BSCI (or equivalent) and where 100% (NIV)
have attained a BSCI overall C score (or equivalent)
Theme: Employees (Material themes Working conditions [safety] & Employee development)
103-1

Notes to materiality and division

Who we are: Our values. Results: Being a good employer

103-2

Management approach

103-3

Evaluation of the management approach

Who we are: Our values. Results: Being a good employer

403-2

Hazard identification, risk assessment,

Results: Being a good employer (Vitality & Safety):

and incident investigation

Number of accidents and Absenteeism

Programmes for upgrading employee skills

Results: Being a good employer: Training and development (% [assistant]

and transition assistance programmes

branch managers with professional chemist’s diploma)

103-1

Notes to materiality and division

Appendices: About this report (Reporting standards and/or guidelines)

103-2

Management approach

103-3

Evaluation of the management approach

Appendices: About this report

ASW4

Transparency benchmark (score and ranking)

Appendices: About this report (Reporting standards and/or guidelines)

103-1

Notes to materiality and division

Results: Social involvement (Natuurlijk en Voordelig)

103-2

Management approach

Results: Social involvement (Natuurlijk en Voordelig)

103-3

Evaluation of the management approach

Results: Social involvement (Natuurlijk en Voordelig)

ASW5

Description of initiatives to help customers

Results: Social involvement (Natuurlijk en Voordelig)

Appendices: Materiality
Who we are: Our values
Results: Being a good employer.

404-2
Theme: Transparency

Appendices: Materiality
Appendices: About this report (Reporting standards and/or guidelines)
Appendices: Materiality

Theme: Information for customers
Appendices: Materiality

To make sustainable and healthy choices
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Colophon

A.S. Watson Health & Beauty Benelux
Nijborg 17
3927 DA Renswoude
Content
Sustainalize
Design
Dennis Petri/Jeroen van den Berg
Questions about our report or CSR policy?
Please contact mvo@nl.aswatson.com
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